Provide truss anchorages as req'd for each specific design. Truss anchors not shown in detail.

Roof decking.

For soffit framing see SIP—124.

8d box (0.113) nails @ 6” o.c. each side or equivalent.

2X plate.

R—Control Do—All—Ply 1/2” diameter continuous bead.

R—Control SIP wall.

Plated wood truss.

2X spacer, attached with 16d nails as required.

R—Control SIP.

SIP Tape or equivalent vapor retarder located interior or exterior per climate conditions or code requirement.

R—Control Do—All—Ply 1/2” diameter continuous bead.

R—Control Wood Screw, see SIP—135 for spacing requirements.

Note: Design member sizes and connections as req’d for each condition and/or project.
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